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About This Game

Get ready to pull off The Ultimate Heist!!
Ever wanted to go on an epic adventure where you get to infiltrate some of the most High Security Vaults across the world? We

have you covered! Get ready to play in this unique turn-based strategy game. Avoid getting spotted by the cameras and the
patrolling guards, use the gadgets at your disposal to neutralize your foes and get to the end of each vault and thereafter, crack it
by playing one of the crazy mini games. Try to get to the end of the levels in as few moves as possible, so that you can compete

with all the other infiltrators across the world.
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Turn-Based Gameplay

2 Different Gadgets to use - ICD (Invisibility Cloaking Device) and the Handy Tranquilizer Gun

Play in over 50 Different Levels across 5 Different Continents

Over 3 Different difficulty types

Power Ups to help you on your adventure

Awesome Futuristic Art style

Steam Achievements and Leaderboards

Steam Trading Cards - Coming Soon

Awesome new Cutscene specially made for Steam

This is just the beginning!

We have already planned out the next major update in our pipeline, there will be many more levels added, we will be enabling
the steam workshop so you can create and add your own levels to the game. To do that we will create a simple level editor which
allows anyone with a bit of experience with basic game engines to create and share awesome levels for everyone to play. Apart

from that we will be adding more languages, so that more people can enjoy the game.
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Title: The Ultimate Heist
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Smash Game Studios
Publisher:
Smash Game Studios
Release Date: 20 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo 2.4Ghz or Higher / AMD 3Ghz or Higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 8600 / Radeon equivalent (2009 era)

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 550 MB available space

English
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Played for 5 minutes.... everyone is injured.. It's really difficult to rate this game.

I have very mixed feelings. On one side - I'm happy that I've played it and the story is outstanding. On other side - lack of
save/load ability breaks everything. Yes, I understand that when you cannot save/load at any random place makes you super
responsible for your choices. But it just doesn't work for games of such lenght!!!!! If you're bringing a character from 1st part to
2nd, then from 2nd to 3rd - means you have spent many many hours of playing/reading. And what do you get at the end? Any
wrong move, that might be not so obvious, leads to a terrible ending, that makes you feel "why did I spent so much time on it
and struggled that hard to get so sh..ty ending"??? That's what people are complaing about in the comments. And I agree! You
should not remove save/load from a story of such scale! I'm lucky that I found a hack, a workaround and manually saved files,
but will everyone do the same? I doubt.

Now... I don't know if I can recommend it or not. The story is amazing and very interactive. So, yes, I recommend. But first read
on other forums how to do your own save/load. And do it as offten as you can (you will need to restart the app each time, btw).
Otherwise you will get a terrible ending with 99%. A very nice purchase for your RailWorks game. It comes in several liveries
(Regional Railways, BR Express, ONE railways, Central Trains, Northern Rail (early) and ScotRail (from 2000). Tha\\nks to
our friends at DPSimulation, there are many easy-to-install reskins including Northern Spirit, First Scotrail and Northern Rail
(current), just to name a few! It has a really nice passenger interior, although I am convinced that it is the Arriva Trains
Northern interior.

There are, however, some inperfections, for example, the DLC has not been updated to TSX mode, so you will not be able to
enjoy the rain particles on the windscreen of other trains. If you can get these past you, then go and click the add to cart button
and you will not be dissapointed.

NOTE: The DLC release date is set to 6 April 2016 because it was withdrawn to be updated.. A really great golfing with power
ups game.. Fun to play, it is like Indiana Jones meet Skyrim puzzels. Very Brittish humor and stiff upper lip, - love the narrators
comments. If you liked the Nazi zombie army games you will like Stange brigade too.. Storm in a Teacup is a nice little
platformer with puzzle elements; the levels are short enough to play on coffee breaks, and there's a nice amount of variation in
backgrounds, game elements, and throwbacks to classic games like Space Invaders. It runs on a 2D physics engine meaning
there's a lot of things bouncing and swinging off of each other; this gets especially interesting in the bonus levels that can turn
sideways and upside down. Once you've completed each level, you can try to do it again finding a hidden object and without
dying, to get extra rewards (well, achievements).

The downside is that there's only one song in the game, which may get repetitive after awhile. There's no story to speak of, and
not a lot of replay value. Still, the game is well worth a shot.. Should NOT be on early acess yet, Only thing you can do is
Bowling, The only person that would like this game in the state it's in is Roman Bellic!

Edit:
Tried to replay it a year and a half later First off the tutorial... why is it needed you just walk around and show off ALSO Where
the **** are the graphics settings?!
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Secondly verifying email is so annoying it doesn't send the email half the time and even after all that I can't even chnge my in
game name?!
As a transgender that's needed badly I have my old ugly name f**k off if you think i want to see that all the time In conclusion
this game is♥♥♥♥♥♥still even a year later.
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Note this game is very very unfinished*

Tldr: Current game is a 3/10 excusing all of its faults and lack of polish it'd be at least a 7/10.

I just spent three hours playing this game and killed all the bosses out of order by acciddent....This is by far the most fun I've
had from a game at this price. The bosses are pretty interesting but missing sound effects completely later game enemies are
missing all sound effects. The tree boss is very low res not to mention the easiest boss to beat due to his attack pattern being easy
to remember and him being slow I would say he was the weakest part of the game and in a full release will be an eyesore if he
isn't fixed (I assume hes supposed to be hard because hes the last boss on the path I may be wrong). All in all if this was polished
a lot and I mean A LOT this could be a very decent game which reminds me of Dark Souls (Insert ♥♥♥♥♥♥ journo joke
here) no but really its very apparent that some bosses and areas where inspired by DS2 especially the castle. I ♥♥♥♥ing loved
all the shortcuts I mean really good♥♥♥♥♥♥well place and everything, it made beating a boss/Area very rewarding even in
this unfinished state. Current game is a 3/10 excusing all of its faults and lack of polish it'd be at least a 7/10 I very much look
forward to playing this game when its finished in 3 years or more.

*Bugs and grips section*
The bandit camp area was extremely confuzing to get into and I had to skyrim jump my way on rocks to get into it.
The Phantom boss fight was also buggy in the sense where I would take all of his health away and he wouldn't die.
The Phantom boss is very very hard to beat and borderline unfair. His hitboxes either hit me from far away or didn't hit me at
all even though the attack should of connected. In all honesty I only beat him because for some reason the fight started with him
at half health.
The Iron skin or whatever its called spell only work 1-5 times and even when it did work the effects were miniscule at best.
The small phantom ghost enemy can sometimes drop double and sometimes extremely rarely tripple loot by hitting him during
his death animation.
All objects respawn upon restarting the game so I just did that and basically never cared about money ever again.
I do not know if this is a bug or just poor direction but I spawn and was told to do nothing, no quest or anything (Even though
there's a quest log) after talking to every friendly NPC I gave up and went to kill♥♥♥♥♥♥and oooohhh boi I killed at least 500
enemies.
Enemies will sometimes one hit K.O you even with high level gear and sometimes won't do damage at all.
Balancing is a huge problem it seems with the greatsword with only 25 damage still outshinning a sword with 65 damage.
I have a feeling that stats do nothing (in the stats menu) because they didn't change throughout the entire game.
There is tons and I mean tons of ways to break out of the map and get to areas you aren't supposed like behind the gem door.
No targeting system left me missing a lot with a greatsword and other weapons.
The healing spell doesn't heal enough and the cooldown is far too long and unforgiving, The healing magic paired with a potion
gets rid of this problem but only slightly I don't think its indended.
This is just because I'm an idiot maybe but at no point was I told about campfires being used as spawn locations which I didn't
find out until 2 hours in and everytime I died I would end up back at the beginning and trust me the trek to get back to the
phantom boss is ♥♥♥♥ing grueling especially with the how slow you walk even while running.
By sprinting and jumping at random intervuls you can have infinite stamina.
with the normal sword's lounging animation you can get some pretty big air when hitting certain angels which is how I managed
to get behind the gem door :P.
The frame at Ultra could only get up to 20 FPS and rarely stayed there. at medium it got up to 70 FPS and constantly chugged
between 10 FPS and 50 FPS.
The jumping sound effect is the same everywhere excluding water and my God It's annoying to hear wood foot steps while not
on wood at all.
For the tombs boss fight I had no ♥♥♥♥ing clue on how to get into the fight so I just used that sword launch method to get to
the exit and then fight the bosses.

*End for bugs and grips section*

As a game dev as well if I were to be so bold here's what I would do.
Work on sound design it may seem like it but sound is almost more important the gameplay. It was to the point where I was
making sounds up in my head while I was playing haha.
3D models look pretty decent (Not counting the tree boss) I was so ♥♥♥♥ing happy when I got a flame long sword. I would
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recommend making more weapons but focuse on sound design first.
Animations are stiff but not bad though I'd say animations should be the highest on your list because the more the game gets
finished the more animations you'd have to polish.

My name is Jesse Clifton I'm currently working on my on game but I'd be glad to help with sound effects and weapon models
for free if you want :3

*Review end*
.
타격감 짱짱. Hotline Miami 3 : Cars edition

Basically what this game is

I absolutely loved the first game on mobile, and when the sequel came out and PC, i was more than happy to instantly buy &
play it

It's a fun, addictive, and extremely good looking game

Deserves a solid 10\/10. \u975e\u5e38\u7cbe\u81f4\u7684"\u5c0f\u6e38\u620f\u201c\uff1b\u8bf4\u5b83\u5c0f\u77e5\u8bc6\
u56e0\u4e3a\u5b83\u9700\u8981\u7684\u5b58\u50a8\u7a7a\u95f4\u548c\u5b8c\u6210\u6e38\u620f\u5185\u5bb9\u7684\u77
e5\u8bc6\u9700\u8981\u771f\u7684\u4e0d\u591a\uff0c\u4f46\u662f\u5f53\u4f60\u9759\u9759\u5730\u73a9\u7684\u65f6\u
5019\uff0c\u8ddf\u7740\u90a3\u6839\u5c0f\u8721\u70db\u4f60\u53ef\u4ee5\u601d\u8003\u5f88\u591a\u4e1c\u897f\u3002\
u8fd9\u4e2a\u6e38\u620f\u7684\u6545\u4e8b\u5199\u7684\u771f\u7684\u592a\u68d2\u4e86\uff01\u975e\u5e38\u7cbe\u81f
4\u7684\u5236\u4f5c\uff0c\u975e\u5e38\u5bb9\u6613\u4e0a\u624b\u4f46\u662f\u8981\u73a9\u597d\u4e5f\u4e0d\u662f\u90
a3\u4e48\u5bb9\u6613\u7684\uff0c\u505a\u5b8c\u6240\u6709\u4efb\u52a1\u771f\u7684\u662f\u6ee1\u6ee1\u7684\u6210\u
5c31\u611f\u3002\u4e0d\u8fc7\u6211\u8ba4\u4e3a\u4e2d\u6587\u914d\u97f3\u8fd8\u53ef\u4ee5\u505a\u5f97\u66f4\u597d\
uff0c\u753b\u9762\u5f88\u597d\u770b\uff0c\u5f88\u65b0\u5947\uff0c\u5f88\u6709\u521b\u610f\uff0c\u56fd\u4ea7\u826f\
u5fc3\u6e38\u620f\u3002
\u6211\u5076\u7136\u7684\u673a\u4f1a\u5728\u540c\u5b66\u7684ipad\u4e0a\u73a9\u7684\uff0c\u628a\u5979\u7684\u901a
\u5173\u4e86\u4ee5\u540e\u5c31\u81ea\u5df1\u4e70\u4e86steam\u7684\u73a9\uff0c\u6211\u89c9\u5f97\u4e3a\u8fd9\u4e2a
\u6e38\u620f\u5316\u7684\u94b1\u5f88\u503c\u3002

This is a very delicate "mini game" - by "mini" I mean the memory space you dive to it wont be big and the knowledge or skills
are not many. However, when I was, and I believe you will, playing with that little candle, you can think a lot about yourself.
The story is fantastic! It is a story we can find many similar experience in. It is easy to play around, but we also need to spend
some time to play it relatively well. I think the music and the narration could be better - but not big issue. I love the images, very
creative, and very surprising, and of course beautiful. It is a very fine Chinese video game.
I accidently launched the game on my friend's iPad, and it is so attractive that after finishing all the chapters on her iPad I
decided to buy one for myself - definitely worth the money!

Again, most importantly, is the thinking you may have with the little candle!
. Good seated experience on the vive independence day style, unfortunately I'm prone to vr sickness in games like this. I can
play in roomscale for hours moving all around and feel great.

So to the folks like me steer clear but to others who dont get ill I will say give this game A try.. I play this game to relieve stress,
and it does not disappoint. Needless to say, this game makes me happy more than a lot of other things do.. This is a classic point
& click game with short but interesting story. I'll sum up the game in following points:

Pros:

 Good voice acting

 Some dialogues were really funny
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 Interesting game setting

 Game quality overall increases in episode 2

 Some interesting puzzles
Cons:

 Some minor bugs (so far in episode 1 I think, but nothing game breaking though)

 Short game length

 Game has somewhat unfinished feel as if it was released in a hurry

 Game renders look a little low resolution
It feels like the idea for game was really great but technically it wasn't executed that well. This game has 2
episodes. Episode 1 had a slow start, as I didn't exactly knew what exactly was happening around or where
exactly I was but as I ended episode 1 and started episode 2, things started to make sense a lot more. And as I
already mentioned episode 2 is actually far more interesting than episode 1 with a teaser ending. Now I would
be starting the episode 3 to make comparison between these two and third.

P.S. I purchased this game on sale, I would suggest others to do the same. Its a good game but with its own
downfalls!. This game has plenty of potential. I haven't played the PvP yet, however the PvE is very enjoyable.
Pros:
1. Fun Gameplay
2. Interesting mix of infantry and helicopters
3. Controls are good, i haven't played anyother helicopter games, besides Warthunder, so i don't know what
the standards are.

Note: Some of these are really small nitpicks
Cons:
1. All of the tutorials are on Youtube, but i learned how to play the game just by playing it.
2. No in-game voicechat makes team communication difficult, and trying to fly and type and the same time is
hard.
3. For some reason enemies are blue and allies are orange, which isn't really a problem, but it was a bit
confusing at first.
4. There aren't as many helicopters as i thought there would be. There are only two countries in the game,
(Russia and the U.S.) Now i'm sure the devs will add more countries and more helicopters. I personally think
that developing a game based solely on helicopters is going to run into one problem, Content. Helicopters
haven't been around as long as tanks or planes, and they're aren't as many variants, so keep that in mind.
5. I wish there was a better cockpit view.
6. PvE should have enemy choppers trying to do the same thing you are.

I bought the game on sale, and it was 100% worth it. I would advise buying it, even if it isn't on sale. If you
don't like it, just refund it.. The short campaign, the unit roster, and boredom I find myself experiencing in
the Beastmen campaign were extremely disappointing for a faction that I thought would be exceptionally fun
and interesting to play, but the amount of content and quality of the content I got from this DLC was just not
at all worth being double the price.

This is the worst DLC for TTW, and I do not recommend buying it before any other DLC.. Good game but
wouldn't pay more than \u00a31 for it.
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